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Prof To Speak

"Nutrition and
.4 lecture on
the
ilcalla"au1 lw sponsored by
at 7:3ti
sanitary Scietwe society
I.
tomorrow night in S31
assistant
Miss Maude Ashe,
professor of honte PC0111011.1k4,
sanitation majors.
5.111 41113k to
Aotinc 111131,, attend the lecture.

VOL. 49

aZtan

"Business and titoup DynainWs--littli" will be discussed by
Albert L. Porter, aionichite proletwor of bissiness, at a Pi Dirlta
sigma dinner Ylle144111,V night at
7 o’clock. The dinner will be
held at Uncle John’s Pancake
House, 1.115 S. First st.
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Pre -Game Pranksters Prof Tours Europe; Deadline Set Speaker To Present
Caught by SJS Police Sees 95 Productions For Grants, Talk on Conservatism

Hy ELIAS Ant s los
Four frustrated St3I11.4.1 Univerwere caught by SJS
sity students
ognpu$ police trying to hang a
banner with Me words, "Hose Jose
. Go Cards" from the SJS Tower
flagpole at 4 uni. Friday.
At the same time nine SJS students were caught by Stanford
campus police after the students
had just finished burning SJ.S on
the Indians’ stadium turf and cutting the goal posts just enough
so that a slight push would topple
them. They also smeared the Stanford scoreboard with gold paint.
RIVALRY PRANKS
It was pranks brought about because et the intense rivalry which
’seceded the SJS-Stanford game.
The Stanford university students
were seen by an SJS campus policeman on routine patrol. The students were trying to enter Tower
Hall Wilding when they were seen.
The long banner they were carrying was confiscated by SJS las
lice and turned over to Dean
s
tneC.
dBenz.
otSti(
Stanley
STUDENTS qtrEsTloNED
Campus police questioned the
four students then released them
after ascertaining that it was a
futile attempt to gain Vengeance
for a banner with the letters SJ,
which was hung from the Stanford
Tower Friday afternoon.
But stronger punishment may be
given to the SJS students who did
an estimated $1000 damage to the
Indian stadium.
A Stanford university police oftidal made the estimate after talking with Stanford grounds officials.
San Jose State Dean of Students
Stanley C. Benz said the incident
would probably be turned over to
the ASH judiciary tomorrow but
did not indicate what kind of punishment the Judiciary might give
is the students.
Stanford police said the letters
tin. field
-,
Heil into

with gasoline anti lye. They added,
a crew had worked throughout Friday attempting to repair the damage.
NO ARRESTS
None of the students were arrested but their names were given
to SJS officials. Both Stanford
and Palo Alto police worked together in catching the two carloads of students soon after they
had finished their prank.
Stanford police said four students were caught at the stadium
while the other five were halted
by Palo Alto police near the Stanford campus area.
Names of the SJS students are:
Kenneth F. Solis, Will
C.
Northam, Robert J. Cilibbini,
James L. Gardner, Thomas S. Hellmann, Eithn E. McCoy, William
W. Galbraith, Robert l.. Downer
and Stiplien
trt

gR.en cc .1101,t1 and
Milan. Italy to a remodeled wine French as well as in German.
cellar in Stockholm, Sweden Ls 41
’EVERYONE ROES’
long jump, but Miss Berneice
**Everyone goes to the theater
Prisk, associate Professor of in I.:mope," said Miss Frisk. "It
drama, attended theatrical Frodtic- is not as expensive as in the United
States; and there are more theatrical groups."
Miss Prisk said that Tennessee
Williams seemed to be the most
popular American playwright
whose works were being produced
in Europe. She said that in Italy
young playwrights were imitating
his style.
SHAKESPEARE FAVORED
Shakespeare, she continued, is
being produced everywhere. "At
Stratford," she said, "I saw ’Hamlet’ and ’Much Ado About Nothing.’ However, I have seen better
Shakespeare in other places."
Another popular playwright Miss
Prisk spoke of was Berton Brecht,
three of whose plays were produced at the Holland Drama festival.
BERNEICE PR1SK
"Productions in English," contin. . . 95 Productions
ued Miss Frisk, "are of the poptions in each during a recent Eu- ular type production rather than
ropean trip.
art." A production of "Aria Du
Miss -Frisk, in a speech given Capo" by Edna St. Vincent Millay
the Studio Hour Thursday after- was produced in English just for
noon, reviewed highlights of her the benefit of the tourkt
trip in which she saw 95 produclions.
"There is little educational theater in Europe," said Miss Prisk.
"The student drama groups are
Students interested in the pronot included in the university cur- duction of Revelries next spring
riculum, as they are in the United should attend the Revelries
States, nor are they under faculty Board meeting Thursday at 4:30
supervision."
p.m. in SD115, amording to
STUDENT FESTIVALS
Anne Morris, publicity manager.
Miss Frisk said she attended two A production director, writers,
student festivals, one in Parma. composers, stage directors, choItaly and the other in Erlangen. reographers and anyone with
Germany. An East Berlin school. "Ideas" are needed for the show,
Humboldt university, presented Nliss Morris said.
",Wodan Unchained" by Ernst ToiAnyone who can’t attend the
ler, at the German festival.
meeting should contact Dr. TheoDiscussion groups, which met dore Baigooyen, adviser of the
following each play, gave synopses show, In SDI12.
and .IISCIIAlullS ,f the postiletions.

Sigma Delta Chi
Will Sell Special
’Send Home Paper :It
or

.1.11. Si/..11.111
:-1t.titt Ilttttst
Edition." sponsored by the San
Jose State chapter of Sig-ma Delta
Chi, professional journalism society, will be sold at two campus
locations Wednesday morning.
The "Send Home Edition" is a
tabloid size replica of the Spartan
Daily and contains the best artides and pictures which have appeared in the Daily this semester.
Robert Shepard, editor, said the
"Send Home" is an "excellent way
of showing parents and friends
back home various activities and
conditions San Jose State has to
offer."
For 15 cents, members of SDX
will wrap and mail editions to addresses supplied by students. Single
issues will be on sale for 10 cents

Revelries Meeting

Teaching English on Television
Has Advantages and Problems
tAt ricasisit
ush A over tele.. as]. tite use of graphic
.usitations that would be awksard.
not impossible, to use in
a cementionat classroom, according to lir. Hans P. Guth, associate
id English, in eharge
of the TV experiment at SJS.
H nt in ,ine ot his telecasts Friday, 1)1.. Guth made use of an at-

a.r.
tention -,..,e111104
above and beyond the call of duty.
After the professor had begun a
discussion of spelling, at approximately 10:50 am., a common
housefly made its presence known
to the TV audience by buzzing
around Dr. Guth’s head for a few
minutes. At exactly 10:53 a.m, the
fly landed squarely on Dr. Guth’s
nose.

AT HIS DESK at the
TV Instructional center, Dr.
Hans P Guth, associate
professor of English,
points to one of the training aids that helps
him make English composition -come alive" on

rdessor, s ho had not
’Ile
wanted to distiaet his audience by
swatting at the fly when it was
only buzzing, was determined, apparently, to keep the minds of his
student audience on the gubject of
spelling. Wiggling his nose, he got
rid of the fly without having to
use his hands.
Interviewed after the program,
Dr. Guth explained that having a

TV. The professor is in charge of the experimental program designed to Nit the merit of
teaching English A on televivon.

fly on the TV set was a new experience for him. He wasn’t sure
that the pest was visible to the TV
audience.
CLOSED CIRCUIT
Dr. Guth’s English A program
originates at the TV Instructional
center in TH32. From there it is
transmitted via closed-circuit to
TH55, where 272 students watch
on seven strategically -placed receivers, and to A112 where 24 students have two receivers. Classes
are at 10:30 a.m. Wednesdays and
Fridays.
The program was held on a more
!United basis last semester, when
approximately one-half of the class
hour was devoted to TV instruction. During the remainder of the
hour. students with the assistance
of teachers assigned to each classroom
applied what they had
learned from the TV lecture, said
Dr. Guth.
"The difference this semester is
that now the whole course is
taught on television and the TV
instructor hears full responsibility," he added.
JOURNALS KEPT
the TV
In addition to at
lectures, students ate required to
write 50f) words a week in a journal. Themes are sometimes assigned for writing in the journal
and sometimes suggested, according to Dr. Guth.
The televised English A class is
divided into various sections to
which proctors are assigned. The
proctor; read and collect the student patters and are available for
consultation at regular hours during the week.
Proctors for the class are Edward Lautner, assistant professor
of English; Robert Malosky, assistant professor of English; and Edward Norris, instructor in English.

Fellowships

(./f
the
Lol
Lit
K,
consersative thought, will appear Social Research
"The Conservative Mind," the
tuniorrow at 11:30 am. in Morris
Dailey auditorium to present his I best-known of his books, has been
views of "The Future of American reviewed and read the world over.
Dr. Kirk is editor of Modern Age,
Consery atism."
Dr. Kirk is a protessor of polit- the leading conservative periodical
ical science at C. W. Post college, in this country.
POLITICAL SCIENTIST
Essentially for travel allow- Long Island unit.ersity and a
Much of Dr. Kirk’s time is deances, the maximum stipend of
voted to authoring and speaking on
the fellowships is $7000. Fellows
American life in various forms.
must be able to devote six full
Almost 150 colleges and univermonths to full-time concentration
sities in this country have feaon his project, according to a
tured the Republican political scibrochure distributed by the ACLS.
entist speaking his ideas.
The fellowships are for postDr. Kirk usually speaks on edudoctoral study abroad, according
cational theory, literary criticism
to Or. Alden,
and often conservative power of
the world in this century.
Concerning Fulbright scholarIn tomorrow’s campus appear.
ships, Dr. Alden remarked that the
ance Dr. Kirk’s lecture will in"grants are in various fields, and
clude his contention that both
the Fulbright chairmen are trymajor political parties are moving
ing to get people to apply in the
in a right direction.
areas of linguistic* and of teachNOMINATION
ing English abroad."
He will discuss the 1964 probDr. Alden said these grants are
able Republican presidential nomistill open.
nation and the decrease in "liberalism" for the Democratic nomiInformation concerning faculty
nation.
teaching and research may be obCollege students’ tendency to
tained from F0106, and informashift to conservative thinking
tion about study in foreign nations
VANCE PACKARD
may be obtained in Adm269, the
. . . "Waste Makers" along with a sketch of the polit
ical thinking of the 1930s and ’404
office of Don Ryan, assistant to
I. will be part of Dr. Kirk’s presenthe dean of students.
tation.
I Dr. Kirk plans to discuss the
!conservative thinker as part of a
minority group and the problems
therein. His ideas concerning how
to deal with these situations are
Vance Packard will speak at to be presented.
TIME. NEWSWEEK
11:30 this morning in Morris
Republican influenced Time and
Dailey auditorium on "The Changing Character of the American similarly democratic Newsweek
DALLAS, Tex. I UP!) House
People." The lecture will be based have called Dr. Kirk one of the
Speaker Sam Rayburn fought off on his current bestseller -The leading American intellectuals.
A graduate of Michigan state
a siege of pneumonia so "miracu- Waste Makers."
lously" that doctors have been
In the study of American society university, Dr. Kirk received his
able to resume treatments to slow included in the book. Packard M. A. degree from Duke univerthe cancer that has nurnbesed his writes of over-commercialization sity. He also has a Doctor of Letdays.
in every aspect of American life. ters degree from St. Andrew’s
university in Scotland.
’rhis
is termed "consumerism" by
Rayburn, 79, bounced back so
HAS DEGREES
the
controversial
author.
quickly Thursday that he was able
The political scientist has three
The
social
critic
intends
to
exto sit up on the side of his bed
, honorary degrees, is a senior felfor awhile and later sat in a wheel, pose the strategies now being ex- low’ of the American Council of
ecuted
to
sell
products
to
the
pubchair.
Learned Societies and has received
lic. "Planned obsolesence," and
Dr. Robert F. Short jr., physi I "waste" as a virtue in American research grants from the Volker
clan in charge of his case at industry are part of Packard’s Fund and the Reim Foundation.
Tomorrow’s lecture, sponsored
Baylor University Medical Center, arguement.
by the College Lecture committee
said "it is an unusual recovery."
Early in the 1950’s Packard
and the Associated students, is
The day before Rayburn had began collecting material for his upen ti the pohli, without charge.
been in a coma and had to have socialogical study. "The Hidden
a breathing machine to keep his Persuaders," his initial literary ef
lungs working. His temperature fort, included much of his findsoared to 103 degrees and forced ings, as did his second book "Thi
doctors to stop the experimental Status Seekers," anti current
drug being used to slow the pro- "The Waste Makers "
gress of the cancer in his body.
Rayburn has not been told he
0111111111u.,S,
Dr.
has cancer. However, Short sits!
students. and Everett
ate dean
an.
Rayburn is a "smart man"
Avila addressed students and their
may have guessed.
parents at Livermore high school

Applications for fellowships
granted by the American Council
of Learned Societies are due today
in F0106, according to Dr. Donald
H. Alden, chairman of the Faculty
Scholarships and Grants Abroad
conunit tee.

Packard Hits Out
Doctors Continue At ’Waste Makers’
Cancer Treatments In Lecture Today
lOn Sam Rayburn

Navy Recruiter
To Visit Campus
For OCS Tests

Speeches Resume
Blue Key Custom
At Livermore High
or

last week, to resume Blue Key’s
Rayburn asked Dr. Short Thu ’traditional high school visitation
day what had happened to hin
,r1
;iil
A
program this semester.
and Short replied that "he had a
The program teams an adminislittle working of the disease." He Recruiting station of San Francisco will be on campus at the tration officer with a member of
did not identify the disease.
Placement office tomorrow and; Blue Key for the purpose of tellShort said that he has not been Wednesday. He will give Intering college prep students at neighhas
he
because
cancer
told he has
views and administer the officer, boring high schools about life and
patient
the
said
if
not. asked. He
qualificatio,. test for the Navy’s entrance requirements at San Jose
asks specifically it is the policy Officer Candidate school, at New.
State.
him,
but
of the hospital to tell
post, R.I.
Blue Key is a national honorary
not before
1.t. B. A. Maki, interviewer, said fraternity for upper division men.
applicants for the program should
Bill Hauck, ASH vice president,
be between 19 and 27. and have or will join Dr. Cummings Oct. 19, to
be awarded a baccalaureate degree visit interested students and their
within nine months. He should parents at Palo Alto high school.
have vision of at least 20 200 corDr. Lowell M. Walter, chief
rectable to 20,20 for line and at personnel counsellor, and Jud
least 20 400 correctable to 20 20 Clark, president of Blue Key. will
.!.
for res.t,:, tt, ! !
visit another school on the same
r
(1)MMIINif
day, according to Hauck He said
I.ts.,--,sithy and Politics," the
The representative said no com- that other dates will be added to
first of a discussion aerie’’, will be
ieviewed by Dr. Whitaker Dein- mitment is made to the navy when the schedule as requests come in
inger, associate professor of phil- applying. He stated applicants art- from high schools.
Black Masque, the female counosophy, tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the not obligated until they acknowlfireside morn of the First Unitar- edge acceptance of the program terpart of Blue Key, may send a
and are sworn in.
representative to the high schools
ian church, 160 N. Third st.
Following successful completion later in the semester, said Hauck.
The speech is part of a series of of OCS the
newly commissioned
lectures, entitled "Current Modes reserve officer serves on artki
Developing
the
in
Dr. Price Will Meet
of Thought
duty for three years.
World Community." The adult edTRAINING PERIOD
With Faculty Today
ucation committee of the church
The four months training at
Itr lu.iwut I lu,,’, deputy Wis sponsoring the series.
OCS, Newport, R.I. stresses sea- I rector of the National Institutes of
Other speeches will he on In- manship, weapons, engineering and Health, department of Health,
dian philistophy, existentialism and leadership.
Education and Welfare, will meet
Information about the program I at 3 p.m, this afternoon in HI
"Negro Thought and Culture."
The lectures are open to the can he obtained from the Navy with SJS faculty members interpublie. aecording to Mrs. Caltre Recruiting station. San Francisco, ested in research through his
MA 1-3828, Ext 435.
office.
Burgess, chairman.

Philosophy Prof
Begins Discussion
Series Tomorrow

More Money on Face
Than Faith in Church

Monday, October 16. 1961

IISPARTAN DAILY

Amend Our Pledge?
(Mr. Kuehl is on a junket this week touring Antarctica.
His column is written by close friend Sen. Barry alleawater.)
It has come to my attention that there is an insidious and
nefarious attack on my colleagues and me about to begin in the
far-out, leftist, ultra liberal newspapers.
What these misguided souls will try to do is prevent passage of
a bill introduced by that noble senatorial compatriot of mine from
Mississippi, James Wasteland.
GENERALITY
Senator Wasteland’s bill would change that dangerous generality, ". . . avith liberty and justice for all," to the more specific
and clearer phrase, "... with liberty and justice for almost all."
It is clear to any Right-thinking (Get it, "Right?") American
that in this time of crisis, which seethes with the dangerous and
black-hearted Communist conspiracy, one cannot afford the luxury
of allowing everyone complete justice.
We have only to look at history and see that, in those countries
which allowed their citizens total justice and liberty, Communists
merely used these abundant freedoms to sabotage lawful government and forcibly effectuate a complete take-over.
FREE AND EASY
Czarist Russia, Cuba under Batista and Chian-Kai-shek’s China
nre excellent examples of a too free-and -easy governmental policy.
All three of these formerly free nations and their freedom-loving peoples now are under the yoke of Communist slavery.
At a time when Communist agents are all around us and about
to strike killing blows to undermine the great ideals and precepts
upon which this great, beautiful country of ours was built, Senator
Wasteland, the second-most clairvoyant and eloquent legislator I
know, has designed a bill which would go a long way toward decimating them and their evil, diabolical plot.
All of you who want this bill to pass should write your representative and tell him of your feelings. We must unite and organize;
otherwise the scheming and dogmatic liberal press may defeat us.
’UNDER GOD’
Don’t underestimate some of these liberal propagandists. They
came very close to preventing the phrase "under God" from being
inserted into the Pledge.
Their argument that God isn’t necessarily pro-American, of
course is absurd. In this age no one cannot be pro-American without being pro-Communist. Neutralism is a myth, in other words. It
stands to reason that God is not a Communist; therefore, he must
be an American. Probably from Arizona, too.

photo by

WITCHCRAFTA surprise attack of lightning
by John the witchboy (Peter Nyberg) downs
Marvin Hudgens (Gerald Proost) in a scene from
the soon-to-open SJS production of "Dark of
the Moon." The object of their rivalry, Barbara
(Cheryl Del Biaggio) views the action with dis-

Salt Ca...hoot

belief. Suspense, drama, music and laughter
are in store for those attending the first play of
the season, running Oct. 20, 21, and 25 through
28. Tickets at 50 cents for students and $1 general admission are on sale in the College Theater
box office.

Speech and Hearing Club
To Hear 7 Therapists
Sptanai
Entered as second clan matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspaper Publishers Association. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday
and Sunday, during college year. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder.
of-school basis. In fall semester $4; in
ring semester, $2. CY 4-6414--Editorial
EA. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising
Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083. 2084. Press of
Globe Printing Co. Office hours I:454:20 p.m., Monday through Friday. Any
phone calls should be made during these
hours.
Editor JAY THORWALDSON
Advertising Manager MIKE FUJIKAKE
Day Edit,
LESTER ON

Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. in
SD116.
Staff members in the speech
and hearing area will be introduced during the meeting.
A report on the business of
the California Speech and Hearing convention held this weekend
in San Francisco will be given
by delegates Francis D. Brooks,
associate professor of speech
and education; Raphael Haller,
coordinator of clinical services
in the SJS speech clinic, and
Thomas R. Coke, instructor in
speech. Fifteen students also
attended the conference.
Refreshments and entertainment consisting of community
singing will follow the meeting.
All students are invited to attend, according to Coke, club adviser.

LAUNDRY SERVICE FOR

LAZY STUDENTS
Pickup and Delivery
Wash and Dry Service

8 lbs. 65c
8 lbs. 60c

One-Day Service
SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
CY 4-2420

463 So. 2nd

RED COACH SHOP

IN PERSON
DRESS REHEARSALOne of the purposes of
the SJS traveling theater, a wagon stage used
for recreational drama by the Speech and Drama
department, is being demonstrated by Dr. John
Kerr, associate professor of speech and drama,

who rehearses for "Prospectus," a TV program
presented Oct. 6. Dr. Kerr brought the idea of
a traveling theater to the dhp.ittrn,n+ during

San Jose State now has a circus wagon!
Correction; San Jose State
now has a traveling theater
built for the purpose of presenting productions of the Speech
and Drama department for audiences in the community and
the surrounding area.
To questioning passerbyers
who gazed at the wagon stage,
sometimes found between the
Speech and Drama department
aria Tower Hall, it is not a
Barnum and Bailey container; it
is an innovation of Dr. John Kerr,
associate professor of drama,
which is intended for recreational drama.
The traveling theater, painted
beige and trimmed with an assortment of colors, was built (luring the summer under the direction of the pmfessor.
"I filet saw a traveling the=

ater in Boston. Mass. ’,had been
brought all the way down from
the recreational department at
Portland. Me., for a performance," Dr. Kerr explained.
Deciding this idea of transporting a theater intact could be
used at SJS, Dr. Kerr introduced
his plan during the summer. The
wagon is a flatbed with a stage
built on it.
FINANCING STAGE
Financing of the traveling theater was done by the Speech and
Drama department out of Children’s Theater funds, Dr. Kerr
explained. The wagon is registered by the state.
Upon completion of the wagon
stage last summer, speech and
drama students traveled to Fremont. Saratoga, Los Gatos and
points in San Jose, including the
fairgrounds, to present recreational drama. They presented

By Richardson and Berney
A Speech and Drains Production

Oet. 20, 21 and Oct. 25 through 28

Of d intincLion ChOOle authentic
apparel from our proper selection

Worsted flannel Ivy pants. 17. 50
in San Jose: First at Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7262

ii

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"SCREAM OF FEAR"
end

"THE TRUNK"
SARATOGA THEATER
"SONG WITHOUT END"
The Llfe

BOX OFFItE 5713 AND E. SAN FERNANDO STS.

Open 1-5 Daily
Curtain 815 p.m.
student 511c

"Pierre Patelin," a medieval
French farce.
This semester, the ierreational dramatics course will present
the farce to audiences beyond
the campus, Dr. Kerr said. Exact locations have not yet been
chosen, he added.

Also
FIRST RUN

THE SOURCER’S VILLAGE:
SPARTAN DRIVE -1N
"COMB SEPTEMBER"
and
w,nnor cf 8 Academy Awards
FROM HERE TO Mewl’
_ Also
DAY OF THE BADMAN

*
*

TROPICAIRE TWIN VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER

Subscribe Now
at Hall Price*
You con read this world-famous
doily newspaper for the next six
months for $5.50, just half the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
The Christion Scien,e monitor
P.^."
Norway St., Boston 15, Moss.
Send your newspaper for the time
cher bed.
Ti 6 months $5.50 CI 1 *WV Sit
coileos Student 0 Faculty Member
Orli

3

AL CAPONE
SOUTH SCREEN
i
FRA NKENSTEIN OF 1970 a
I
Also
1 HORRORS OF BLACK MUSEUM:
and
$
t
SANCTUARY
1
entr**********************
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TOWNE

GAY

CY 7-3060

CY 4-55441

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT -MOST
SHOCKED ABOUT FILM OF OUR YEARSI

LA
/DOLCE
.AVITA
7
GAY: 600 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
TOWN 6:15 & 950
STUDENTS $1.49

IN CONCERT

DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
PALL DE.,;1101SiD

Thurs. Eve.. Oct. ’19 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITOM I NI
Tickets now $3.50,2.75,1.85 at Wendell VI atkim.
Sherman Clay box office
89 So, 1st St.
10:30 to 5:30
CY 3-6252
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thls 1$,Ial otter ava;,abl. 0515 t
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORR-A-SABLE BOND
Don’t meet your Waterloo at the typewriterperfectly
typed papers begin with Corrinablel You can rub our
typing errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. lea
that simple to erase without a trace on Corrisable. Saves
time, temper, and money!
Your choice of Corrisable in
light, medium, heavy weights and
Ca.
Onion Skin in handy 100.
sheetpackets and 500 -sheet
hoses. Only Eaton makes
r.444,.$
piano/GA[1%484
Carrisible.
nP PAPt.

A Flerkahire Typewriter Paper
SITAR PPP

4

NORTH SCREEN
BELL. BOOK AND CANDLE
and
SOLOMONAlAND
ND
_ SHEBA

We all make mistakes...

ONN

College Theatre
Gen. Adm. $1.00

Story of Fronr, I.*

The Jazz Event id the Season

’Circus Wagon’ Will Transport College
Theater Group to Area Performances

DARK OF THE MOON

Men

chow Slate

THE

th summer.

.4 flitch Boy from the Mountain Came . .
OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

The individual church member
cannot be blamed too severely
for this record. When he puts
his offering in the plate, he na,
the right to expect that his
church will practice what it
preaches to him about Christian
stewardship of wealth, and concern for the needs of others

’BENEVOLENCES’
The remaining 18 cents is parceled out among a variety of
"benevolences." The vast majority of this goes into home missions or other national programs
of the parent denominations.
A liberal estimate of Catholic
giving, added to the published
Protestant figures, yields a
grand total of about $250 million
a year contributed by all of the
churches of America to the
worldwide Christian mission.
This is one-fourth of the annual amount that U.S. churches
are currently spending on handsome new buildings for their own
use.

7

Seven speech therapists from
throughout the bay area will
speak at a meeting of the
Speech and Hearing club

By LOUIS CASSELS
"One Sunday in the Near East
I attended a mission church.
The building was small, oneroom, dilapidated. There was no
regular minister or missionary.
During the service, chickens
kept putting their heads up
through holes in the floor and
curious children looked in
through the broken windows.
"I was ashamed. I thought
how many American churches
spend more on music alone than
it would cost to provide a fulltime missionary. For the first
time I realized that a Christian
church, like an individual, can
be self-centered."
Those words were written by
a Presbyterian minister, the Rev.
Donald H. Douds of Erie, Pa., In
a recent issue of Presbyterian
Life magazine.
NO MONOPOLY
The Rev. Mr. Douds has no
monopoly on the sore conscience
he brought home from the Near
East. Clergymen and laymen in
many denominations are concerned about the contrast between the vast sums of money
which America’s churches spend
on themselves, and the relatively
insignificant sums which they
contribute to the world mission
of Christianity.
There are notable exceptions.
Some local churcheao give half
or more of their total income to
the work of Christ beyond their
own parish boundaries. But this
kind of sharing is by no means
typical.
Statistics compiled by the
Year book of American Churches
show that the average U.S.
Protestant congregation uses 82
cents of every dollar it takes in
for its own local expenses.
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Soviet Party Congress To Chart
Future of World Communism

1110001 1I10 hl11.1,11,1 0
Mit Ill’
found on any agenda.
Premier and party sect etary
Nikita Khrushchev is due to report
in detail to the eongress and its
4,334 delegates and observers from
90 countries around the world.
From past perfnimances, he is exLooming large over the assent- pected to speak for from four to
the eight hours.
xtv and its deliberations will be
Ill BERLIN POSITION
shadow of Germany and Berlin,
One of the ’sisals the
0 ill get in Khrushches’s tun -scale
OUR PRICES ARE
statement on the international sitLOW PRICES
uation will be Russia’s position on
Come to
Berlin. and what it plans to do
about that No. 1 cold war problem.

itl
UPII The ultimate
nnsiitationtil authority of the
Unt’ommunist party of the Soviet
congress begins its
on- - the party
meeting in the l(remlin tomorrow
conununism’s
a chart world
ml’ lii
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Your Beauty Needs
Headquarters

F,,,t Nan Charge
Cl 24081

BArtkaturricar5
Free Delivery
.111.16

BlIk111(18%
Hoffer
Shrop
ORDER
CORSAGES
FOR
HOMECOMING
NOW!
CV 2-0462

gress met and became famous for
two major historic developments:
- -Khrushchev’s revision of
Marxist doe yin e. establishing
Jmong other thing’s the "non -inivitability" of war and non-violent
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In

transition !Him capitalism It, 1411 -

-Ity of Si:n El:theist-0’s campus sen let
newspaper will begin to roll agwi
some time next week.

01.1)
Fotiiteen months later sass. the
expulsion froin leadership of the
old guard Stalinist Bolsheviks,
most notably Vyacheshiv. Molotov,
and Khrushchev’s assumption of
supreme authority.

The Ffsgtiorn has not been pu,
lished since its editor %VHS fil
IY university officials Oet. 3 aft.
two empty beer earls were foul.,
in his office.

plastic!

since Lenin’s in 1919:
’ -Party secretary Frol Kozlov* introduction of revised party rules
governing conduct and duties ot
, communists.

j

The draft of the party proKram
, Js published in mid -August and
IS been widely debated since.’
Ii iwever, the public discussions
have not disclosed any semblance
of opposition. Except for minor revisions, its full acceptance is a
foregone conclusion and no surprises are expected.
Of infinitely greater interest will
be Khrushchev’s report on the .
state of the party, the nation and
t he world.
The Soviet premier spent sex:weeks
Black sea re_ ,

111/
i ale

CY S-95114

PART TIME WORK
19 or Older
If you are free from 5:30 p.m
+o 10:30 p.m. four nights each
week and on Sat., and are interested in working with a new
liberal arts program, you may
fit into one of two job openings. One in public relations or
,11 sales. If you are neat appear.
leg and seriously interested in
learning a new field while going
to school, see Mr. Holman at
586 N. 1st Suite 255. Apply on
Monday, Wednesday or Friday
venings a+ 5:30 p.m. SHARP.

Upsilon Omicron
Helps HOme Econonns

ELECTIONS
The election of leadeis of the
’,unlit party’s organizations, in luding the Central committee, fol.
.sved hy the election of a new

treat preparing his speech, the makw part of which will be devoted
Iii foreign affairs. He will give his
iews
disamament. of the linest developments in Berlin, at the
United Nations. of East-West ne,,,tialions generally and Soviet American relations specifically.

-SIpans,

13 Willow St.

Kevin Starr, a senior. will J.
place ousted editor G. Edw.,:
Stephan.
Stephan was one of Butte cac
Pus leaders barred from all actr
ties by university officials. I’m
others were Leland Vandenda..
editor of the campus literary rn
izine, and Mike Kunath.
.iader.
Starr’s first job will he if) a
point a new editorial staff to
place the one that walked ir
when Stephan was fired. Slept:
i’artier said the staff quit
,
AWARD PRESENTATIONPatricia McEwin, sophomore home
they were "revolted" by the
economics major, receives Phi Upsilon Omicron bracelet from
thing.
Betty !Lehner (left), chapter treasurer. The award will be pre.
The university said the studen
rented annually to the outstanding sophomore woman in the
...em not given their walking
department.
nem because of their liberal
but for drinking on campus. .:
the ease of Stephan. and for ,t,
pij
ping beyond the authority L.
them by the adminLstration
,.
eases of the other two.
A promise to "co-operate" mar,
the univosity administration 1r,
.
been made hy the new Fogho..
WSW; it II
selling cookies to campus organi- editor.
1mis for
zations. This is carried on during
u’’ llomemakers of America the entire school year and the
meetings and informing high school girls hate already gained a repucookies with the
gills of home economies as it pro- 1,fh1101nolne1e4c,111,
LOUGHTON, England ’UPI’
touch,
fession is but one of many proj--Thirteen milkmen are deterPhi Upsilon Omicron officers for
ecis undertaken annually by the
mined to uphold the "early-riser"
Alpha Rho chapter of Phi Upsi- the fall term are; Laura Lee Cox, tradition of their profession.
Ion Omicron. national fraternity president: Karen Millet. vice presiThe milkmen threatened Frident; Betty Buchner, treasurer:
for women in home economics.
day to go out on strike because
Grace Kawai; Marilyn Barrick.
The Alpha Rho chapter of SJS
their employers won’t let them
fluiplain; Edith Graham. editor.
is the only chapter in California.
begin WOrking bCf111’1" 111151-11
rl Susan Holbiook.
kin and
There are presently 17 active (Maptors throughout the United States
Invitation to the fraternity meantfulfillment of definite scholastic
mut Persoryd qualifications. This
semester the chapter boasts 1:1

SPANISH FOODS

LARGE BANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO

A new Foghorn editor was
by the university publicati,,,
,ouneil last week.

Ithrushchev’s Kesentation of

’esidium,

A new editor tor the campus lit

After being silent for nearly two

weeks, the presses of the Univer- era ry magazine has not been eho-

The ultimate denigration tit
Stalin by Khrushehev’s St ilbtlnpiih
lished seeret speech.

after St al in’s death, the 20th eon- the new Party Program- -the fir,’

BA

USEUM

Foghorn Goes to Press;
USF Elects New Editor

Khrushchev dominated the 21st
special congress in January. 195%
whieh enacted the new 7-year economic plan and endorsed his major
industrial
and agricultural rehams, including the decentralizaThe congress will get a report ’ion of industry and the granting
un Khrushchev’s stewardship of the of increased authority to provinnation. It also is scheduled to cial economic and political bodies,
adopt a sweeping new party proThe
regular party
congress
gram, the aims of whieh are to
scheduled for 1960 was postixined
provide the Soviet Union with the
until 1961 and will now meet to
world’s highest standard of living
take up a 5-point agenda:
within 20 years.
Khrushehev’s report on the,
According to the Soviet Cummustate of the nation and the party
nist constitution, the party eon since the 21st congress;
gress meets every four years a
The report by the centi al inspeerule which Stalin did not always
obey. He once failed to summon lion commission on Intel RAI party
affairs;
a Congress for 13 years.
In Fehruary. 1956. three years

tot Si. I s’s BABA -

NIqtritty. October 16, 1961

Try Campus
Launderette

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

Early Risers’

members,
-rtyyrip.s

Pitridit,cr...
’
jl.

Commission Says
Negroes Trapped
By ’Vicious Cycle’

act is it ies allows the home i
()mist to make further
ftights commission satil
lions to her own growth, her eom- day American Negroes lofiking
mninty and the world. Alumni better Jobs are trapped by a
,41.0111is have been organized in ttous
NO BERLIN MOVE
eyrie- of racial
sme
;fitil soda! mee.lings 111v erected by labor unions, schi,
With all attention focused on
laity affairti, no major Soviet schmIttled at national home ern- and einidos’ers.
In its first report on di,erini,moves in Berlin are expected at notnics conventions for Plit t" sis-,
isnaiedniptlh,..j,TnNe1,1.t.41.roesthe comic
least until after the congress closes
in early November.
ideas,
exellatrx
drive to better their status :i
The presence of the world’s top
The professional 0 1 /11i 1/f Phi lIp- contribilled to the limited r.x1.r’
communist leaders affords Khru,hrlim. an omit tunity to review : silon Omicron is organized at both :and it
1ST11.1.
Ws( 1..S’Ilt.STI.ly
relations within the communist a national and local level. Local
ltutx., particularly betwen the So- pr,,h’ssional Projects in the past
The report said that
viet Union and China and the ha \ e included making toys for he’s- smile gains in the past 20 ye., .
bines attitude toward Yugoslavia
children. maintainin,; the Negroes are still eoncentrated
the chapter’s bulletin hoards in the menial jobs arid heeonle
and Albania.
ii
The congress also is expected to the Ii’ me economies huilding and hardest hit during la,soffs
set.% ing col toe and tit nuts to an technological changes.
restilt in significant changes
To loreak &mit the racial
r’’r 1"Isi"c"m’’It
character and personnel in theletel"I’d
neer:. the commisnirrn reeine,r, r,
SOP lllll
TV%
,,,anunist p.1
leailer,r
0 set nf sweeping
A lirand nil, ’,rowel, a 11,1 (111siiphomom and tran,ter students., and 10/1, /111, 1 1,011,110,
.%PrINIS s.
fillstrutt.t:
WaN initiated this senwster. II was
set up with Iii,’ ii ha of acquaintOne would sox e Congressional aping interested
students prosal lo the new president’s corn cliatiter’s actis:ities and mittee lin equal employment ob.
alit t
:,,,eneraie intervst in seholastic poitunity and vest it with
tow 55
aellieventent. The presentation of a eal powers,
Si it. .10iteriean student,
The commission
revolving lancelet to the sophi.Itne,national Student Center,
,
more girl with the highest sell"- the committee in.\ e into
S.. Market st.. 7 p.m.
hustle record was also done Iiir of labor unions where
Junior eta...
ill vont:let still1 ,f10 1 111111P/11
Independent
A 111.i1110111
stu- the Nisi time this year

FAST DRY CLEANING
EXPERT DYING and
SUPER SERVICE at
REASONABLE PRICES
402 S. 3rd & San Salvador

BARBERSHOP

LEE’S

ADULTS s1.50
CHILDREN $1.25
(Orrick. Friendly, Specildized

68 E. San hsrnando
urn 9 14)
-.
7,

Spartaguide

(but.,

tn.
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Pi Itineerr

ONSpice
-DEODORANT

330

p.m

neer., I II-,
JrNepli
gClit’l /11 /MIMI
awl* of S.\ I.., Xi-qv York. will speat
on "Engineering in Europe." I’
Incrnhers wishing to retain ni.
:ire required to attend.
Nal, I. Newnuan hall. 7:30 p.m
,
ill speak on "The Three

Here’s deodorant protection

I .111,1

litll Orrll lit .1

1 / 11 f)/:///.:1)\ ( 111/’/

BALCONS DEPT. STORE
1.fita Alum Roil/ Ave.

Alen -Sat

9 30 9 p

IS GREAT!

GR C-Al!

Watch Our Window for Foolhal! Results

OniNdee

STICK
DEODORANT

S I-4 Li L 1- 0

RUBIO’S SHELL SERVICE
Across the Street ti on, New Lib, ary
FOURTH & SAN FERNANDO

With on exciting new hairstyle that will make
you look and feel your most feminine for
every occasion. Call today for your appointment . . we do the rest.
Personalised Hair-Styliog
Expert Tinting and Bleaching
Permanent Waving
Skilled Hair -Artists to Give You
Personal Consuitation and Service
OPEN

a 10, 4, 9 p.m

CYpres% 2 -lilt

DAILY

SAlurfl.r,

GREAT’

DEA!. .,
Wit Pao, Ai

economical deodorant money can

bun. IMO Plus tax.

Sun 10 6 p.m.

SUPER SHELL SERVICE

Old Spice Stick Deodorant... freest reestfmt +my en fen-

-most consenient.

DARLENE SWEATERS & TAR SKIRTS

DRIVE IN & SEE WHY THAT

YOU CAN TRUST
fint, even, des’ protortron ft’s the active deodorant for
0,111T men...ah,olufrls dependable. Glides on ..monihlv.
siwillih...rfrie in record lime Old Spire Stick Deodorant

LOOK YOUR
BEST . . .

Th
SHELL

Campus Beauty Salon
275A E. SAN

FERNANDO ST

Across from the Administration Building
Behrentt 6th And 7414
Whin no
Oohs graoarria

Phone CYpress

3-1186

Nixon Says Boom Will Make
Kennedy Unbeatable in 1964

4.--RPAPI1A?1

Pilot Calls
Peace Corps Exams Set Air Base
For San Jose Nov.28,29 Traitorous
p,
Ito’ IledSt 11e.ter
esamistations %sill he is en Nov. 28
and 211 at RJ:10 a.m. in the civil
serviee testing room of the San
love main post office, First and
St. John sta. according to Don

afoot and t1:114t111
the corps at SJS.
Students who have submitted;
applications will be guaranteed I
seats at the testing center. Those I
who have not applied will be ad,Ilitted as lung as seats are aVil I
He.
Peace Corp: members must he
Jj S. citizens and 18 years old or
Niarital status due, nut
JJ,itter.
Applicatioes to the corps and a
Peace Corps fact booklet may he
Hotted up in Adm269.
The SJS Peace Corps committee
considering establishing a train.ng center on this campus. accordtig to Ryan.
Application to the national
Peace Corps for a peogearn here
a ill bto made as soon as the committee finishes planning. Ryan
-:;id.
Approximately three to four SJS
idents apply fer the corps each
,eek.

DALLAS.
t’Ple
C. Knickerbocker jr., an Air National Guard pilot, said Friday
Perrin Air Force Base et Shertraining Communist
man. Tex..
pilots and he called it a "treason ous situation.
I SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
He said he saw three pilots
& HAIR DRYER
from Yugoslavia on the flight line
NEL ER TOO CROWDCD
waJr.e(,
at Perrin, but understood there
ED 5 LAUNDROMAT
"ere four being given instructions
497 N. 13th
abaft: with pilots from West Get
many and Nationalist China.
Knickerbocker said he sent a
TIME’
SHORT ON
letter to Sen. John Tower in
Quick. Friendly Service
Washington, protesting the situation. He said he had talked hi
Groceries & Meats
several Getman pilots and they
Open Sundays
resented the United States trainChecks Castled With Purchase
Ing Communists.
Vie Give Blue Chip Stamps
"They told me that these ComESTABLISHING PRECEDENT, Mrs. Vaino Spencer, 41, Los Anmunists are the pilots we are
The Market Basket
geles, is appointed by Gov. Edmund G. Brown as the first
going to have to fight someday."
So. 10th /1 Williams
Negro woman municipal judge in California history. She will
Knickerbocker said. "They wanted
(Neat to Armstiont s Drug)
serve on Los Angeles bench. Gov. Brown appears with Mrs.
to know why we are training
Vaino,
them."
The Dallas News reported thai
Maj. A. F. Spith, information ofMen’s Hand Tailored
ficer at Perrin said: "We are
training these men under orders
from Washington."
"All Communists, regardless il
Hundreds of Fabri:s
nationality, are enemies of Amerto Choose From
Gary s duties consisted ot ss i it 13v 1.1:1-. COX
ica" Knickerbocker said. -This is
British Woolens and
releases for magaWeird earphones are the rage as a treasonous situation any way ’ Is the life of a public relations!J ing publicity
Italian Silks. etc.
and newspapers, editing a
:1:M continues its campus experi- you kx)k at it."
major exciting and glamorous? ZitleS
newspaper and playing
JJ.ent on how accurately tette),
Just ask Gary Rogers, 21 -year-old j employee
$5750 to $95
to visiting dignitaries.
rL,1 numbers on a tape ran I.!
senior from Alhambra, Calif. and j host
he’ll tell you about his job last I His work was published in news Ladies’ Sheath Dresses
!papers such as the Sacrament,,
summer.
Made From Silk Brocades
Student volunteers were hi ’
lies’. Wyoming State Tribune, Salt
-Iced
to
write
down exact 1.
Public relations majors at Sari’I li..,a),kte Tribune and The. Dens,
to Order
riey thought they heard as
Jose State College must complete
is played at normal speed. The
’
’ an internship before being grad-1
11 FIL.1NCIS I. ME (.5111th
HONG KONG CO.
Among the noted vacationers
eeond playing ta the tape was ..
I tutted. This consists of practical
Press lilleroutf
I
the Tetons were: Rob, J
visiting
115 SO. FIRST ST.
!impression from onehalf to one In lions1
experience in public
be.
Premier Fidel Castro may
Hoke, director of public relat I.,
re
CY 2-8162
of the normal speed. (is /..
plotting a fake invasion of Cuba work’
i for Rockefeller Conservation In’
students were tested.
The day after finals, last spring. ierest,; Fred R. Smith, associate
iv an excuse to ’liquidate" the
JJorisoned leaders of the unsuc- nary left San Jose in his black , editor of Sports Illustrated; Mel
. -.Sul April 17, Bay of Pigs at- Porsche. Destination: Grand Teton Roher, publisher of Redhook: and
Reduced Prices on Certain Items!
N
,*k, exiled leaders said Friday. national park. Wyo. Mission: to , Jay Hockey, public relations iii TOM AND LARRY’S . . .
they said they were warned of fill the position of assistant public . rector of the 1961 World Fair.
1
c possibility of such in intrigue relations director tor Grand Teton!
MODELS CLOTHES
friendly Latin American dipla- Lodge company which operates
Gary completed his exce ill’
1
iIS in secret dispatches from facilities in the park,
summer by modeling sportse,
satin.
, Gary began his work by being ’ for Sports Illustrated.
to
C u b a n Revolutionary Council; host to Stanton Delaplane, "himMONDAY NIGHT FROM 700 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
"It was the most memorai...
i,, esidem Jose Miro Cardona said fist for the San Francisco Chron- interesting and worthwhile exp.
PHONE
,,410 stich source quoted Castro icle. Gary guided Delaplane and ;Awe of my life," said Gary of I.
E.
CLARA
C I I-6080
personally as saying there would his family throughout the park, summer in the Tetons. "I hope to
AT 34111 ST.
lie an "invasion" of Cuba "within pointing out the rugged moult- if,0 back next year."
Iii days from three places."
tains, glacial lakes and wild game.
For those 01 you who spent y!,
summer in a cannery. II i ii
esting to note that G.. /
TO ALL STUDENTS OF "
for this job.
a

Student Spends Summer
As Writer -Host at Lodge

IBM To Continue
SE Experiment

cuit4

Havana Reports

Close
I LOS ANGELES (UPI)
j friends of Richard Id. Nixon say
,the tunnel. vice president has told
them he thinks it woukl be On -I
possible to beat President Kennedy
.11 1964.
1 Nixon’s economic advisers have
Told him, the friends say, that the
. (lament economic boom will probably be near its peak in 1964,
j. providing tremendous impetus for j
I the President’s reelection.
NO INTENTION
One source said that Nixon, a
! Nom/Mate for California’s governorship next year, had no inten- I
j Hon, money or organization to!
!challenge New York Gov. Nelsonj
I Rockefeller or Arizona Sen. Barry!
Goldwater for the GOP nomina-I
lion in 1964.
j He also said that Nixon believes
even war would tend to support j
Kennedy’s reelection.

ticket, since both men have mused
toward the center of the panic:11
spectrum it) Nixon’s thinkitig.
Nixon is also said Iii think thtm
is an outside chance that the lari
might choose a dark horse hi 1964
possibly George Romney, it.,
dent of American Motors Col!
NO DRAFT
In revealing hia thinking to a,
sociates Nixon repeated faun,
that he dues not think there
such a thing as a presidenti...
"draft."
lie fully intends to serve the
complete four-year ’termin Sacr,,.
mento ir elected governor of Cul,
fornia. they said.

SAVE MONE’Y .1!
On GAS and on.
SAHARA MI. CR
Sec

DARK HORSE
! The friend added that Nixon!
!believes there is a strong possi-j
relay of a RockefellenGoldwater1

I awl %illintit

Gerber Loan Fund
Fattened by $800
j

An $800 unrestricted grant J.
San Jose State College has bee.
received from Gerber Baby Fis.J1
fund, announced Pres. John ’I
Wahlquist.

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HIFI EQUIPMENT
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Mon. 6 Thurs. Till 9

j The money, which has been put
1 into a general college emergene
loan fund, will be available r.
students for aid in meeting ,JJ.
expected expenses in the tour’..
of their education, added Pres.dent Wahlquist.

WHOLFSALE DISTRIBUT( k,
1425 W Son Cork.,
CV 8-1212

Castro ’Invasion’

,HAppy HouRs
,
TOM & LARRY’S sANTA’660
PIZZA PARLOR

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE

Social Work Club
To Discuss Plans

CAN YOU USE A HUNDRED BUCKS?

siglif,ter
he discussed at ti special met t.,
; of the Social Work club in the I.
’ lege Union Wednesday at 7:30 1..
j Tentative program for the
mester includes speakers from
social welfare field and discusse:
I of professional It mining un
.y.raduate level.
Volunteer work at Alzortk
hospital, James Boys’ ran.
Eastfield !borne fie. Enna a a
disturbed Children are also i.J
posed for the semester calends.
Officers for the organization
as follows: Todd Stewart, ill
dent; Barbara Ifellmuth, vice
Went: Kathy Lynes, secret., .
Jerri Joyce, treasurer: Cha,
Coates, program chairman: Ch..
lone McCamish, pntjecis elia:
mtn. and Janet C aple. social c.,
h
man;

That’s what you can win in every one of

IT’S EASY!

Just

pick the ten winning teams, predict the scoresand you’re in the money!

/ONLY STUDENTS ON THIS CAMPUS
ARE ELIGIBLE!
SECOND CONTEST OCTOBER 21st
All )ou hae to do is clip the coupon, pick the
winners and predict the scoresthen figure out
host you’re going to spend that hundred bucks!

HERE ARE ALL THE PRIZES
LOOK! YOU CAN WIN!
/
- . 20 other prizes of $10each.
1st PRIZE
115.1PLUS a tree carton of Viceroys
to every contestant who names
PRIZE2nd PRIZE
Av the ten winning teams
REGARDLESS Of THE SCORES,
3rd PRIZE /
(Attach Viceroy package or facsimile here)

Only iCEROVS Got It...
At Both Ends!

.6
21-st

Got The Filter! Got The Blend,
Only Viceroy’s got the
Filter.
Viceroy’s Deep-Weave
Filter is made of vegetable
material that’s pure
and safe.
Reg

U.S. Patent Office

Mere are the Contest RuMs
Read ’ern and Win!
s s1vdont or faculty member en Mrs On oir coos. oi in., eel ewTIen en Offd.al
er.eirt employees ot brown tett Olen. or Pore., rarn, tn. re...
<amen. wiry
o re,..nsd,. ac rdywtic,ne sawn, or end lormda aole rut preddrmns nime
Oil scered Ti One Vona end Oak A. winners
member: ml thee incrned,ele
entries become IS. property of Ora. Vdr. f nclose en empty Utter emesie or einem,.
of !he ’dere, Ie.., il It,
liamisenNoe von be returned Winners will able ’Enda....
dews en hIP 06,rede Iten’ Ph’ d’tttt Is
three
weeks
OOOO
path...
nol.bed
S.
In! Winnow, now.,, 0.4 44 pet.isNd in This tome, I’M* ao Planter en rico awe tome
nenneafrer Sou ma P1.413 often se yen et deep lidera Perattell Cava’, Sobel Iles
ma. praided eft,. entry is sent indourdeany en ream..
Cent., cubger. le ell geternmentel reads- 3 (ow... nal Pe netted by IN Part. It
ram. lit,.., muct WIlestmeMeder bollard Donnelly Corp on Me bet,4 et number et
beim be. en campus no tele. Man Me
,.ff.f, Peddled flu nal be
**dead., tweniebl afar Pie lona are Probe, borne
bags ot 410T1 preddred Own,
Oloyea end re, pored by noon er,dey ot
eeme weeli a,. nen. re ddrontinve tonne ii?. pint awarded 1111101 fins, 1,1,
carati d received
P Winner. ere elimble to. any 0.10
illUielmecl be a. ...Melee* ill Mee Yenta canal.
0 Seel. armee a voLosIshon toomeo coos.

The club is open to social sec..
’majors and interested persons

Viceroy College Football
CONTEST NO. 2
Here Jr.’

,

NAME

5272.00 or $294.50

Hawaiian

’or nest Satarda
U.;‘1,/c: money to:
CLASS

9 -DAY

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY

A flOgFCS
SCORE

WIN

WIN

California

So Calif

Son Froneiseo Si. Cell.

Nevoid
(Raw

Son Jew Si. Coll,
Stanford

Also With 3Day Extension
112 slays)

SCORE

-

Woshingtim

Iowa

Wiworisin

Michigan If.

Notre Rowe

I. S. U.

Kentucky

Penn, St.

Si

ft

06111ens
Michigoo

Purslu

Contest open ONLY TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY ON THIS CAMPUS,
Mail helore midnight, Oct. 18, to Viceroy. Box 98-A Mt. Vernon 10, New YOI
OFFICIAL BALLOT BOX AT SPARTAN BOOK STORE

Step back through the calendar
this December into "Summer"
and enjoy the Christmas Holiiday in beautiful Hawaii,
misty act;vitias are planned and in.
dueled in the four prima,. Tour is per.
ionally conducted, but you do have
sufficient time of your own to do as
you please.
You can Isis back home Christmas Eno
or on December 28th if you take the
ortrossion.
Group is limited to 21 people. Only
through early deposits can we retain
our 21 airlin seats.
nor’s for folder will, ;nfinrory.
Phone ALLADIN TRAVEL
Cy 2.0302 or CT 7-1193

.1

SPARTY SAYS!
YOUR LUNCH PURCHASE

FREE

IF YOU GET A RED * ON
YOUR CASH REGISTER RECEIPT
Frosty Mug Root Beer

10C10
Ii5C5E:"?,

Spartan Burger,

Alt

cpartan ’latch
215 South 4th Street
Across from Science Building
ALWAYS A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE

SAVE
2.‘

per

t,
3‘

92+ Octane Reg.

100+ Octane

Ethyl

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X-100, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38¢
Castrol
100
qt. 19:
Eastern
,,,/0Bulk
01
2 -Gal. Sealed Can,
/0 Easter1’. ca $n O:15.2
Cigarettes
package 22¢

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Keys

10th 8,

Taylor

McCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE
AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Announces Campus Interviews for
ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
155355 to $6345 Per Annum/
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
154345 to $5355 Per Annum /
McCLELLAN HAS A CONTINUING REQUIREMENT FOR A LARGE
NUMBER OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS.
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE POSITIONS ARE IN SUCH FIELDS AS
THE FOLLOWING
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT
ACCOUNTING
Applications Are Being Accepted From Male Students
Who Will Receive Their Bachelors or Masters Decree
by June 1962,
U. S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
U.S. Citizenship Required
A RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT THE CAMPUS
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON 6 NOVEMBER 1961
Consuit roar Riatienior Office far Further Detail, and
I. Army* ler Interview Appointment:
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Booters Win;
Top Indians 2-1

San Jcsoe SI ate’s
celebrating the first home night
history, handgame irs the college’s
a 2-1 deed the Stanford Indians
appreciative audifeat before an
ence of about 1000 learners at
Spartan stadium last Friday night.
Both clubs scored goals in the
initial quarter of the contelst.
Oscar Gutierrez scored the find
Spartan goal with 1:20 left In
the first quarter.
The turnout for the game was
excellent, considering the anticipation of the Stanford football
game on Saturday, and the fact
that admission price was $1.
Coach Julie Menendez’ crew
came up with the all-important
second goal with about four minutes left in the third period. Center-forward Dietmar Demeter
booted home the winner from a position right in front of the Stanford goal.
The victory over the Stanford
team, coached by Fred Priddle,
was sweet revenge from an earlier 2-1 loss San Jose absorbed
front the Indians.
Si icrel

111,ele rigtil man Lawrence
Chukwudebe from Nigeria wowed
the crowd several times with his
fancy footwork. Chuktulebe took
a terrific spill with 17:50 left in
In match after a collision with
Spartan goalie Slobodan Galeb. His
free kick was no good.
Spartan left fullback Tony
Zenith nsade a spectacular save
of a Stanford shot that almost
made It with 6:05 left in the
game.
Spattan sprinter (9.31 Dennis
Johnson kept the visiting Indians
on their toes with his bursts of
speed toward the nets. Johnson
played all of the first half.

Freshmen Win
Coach Bob Jones’ froth football squad put on an offensive
display in heating Fresno state’s
junior varsity 34-16 at Spartan
stadium Friday afternoon.

Fullmer
COME& ENJOY THE FUN

PLAY GOLF
Refreshments at Snack Bar
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
OUR SPECIALTY
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

II 9

71/
Carlos
11.110.1111..

Josie’s Miniature
18 Hole Golf
382 E. Santa Clara

Offlerk,

Come See the
Largest
Selection
of Flowers
in San Jos*

CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

ONISHI FLORIST
175 Taylor

CY 5-1130

May

Fight Soon
WEST JORDAN, Utah (UPI
Negotlistions were nearly completei
Friday for a middleweight title
bout in December between Gene
Fullmer and Benny fKids Paret,
Fullmer’s manager revealed.
Mary Jensen said "it looks very
close" when asked if Fullmer
would met Paret in Las Vegas on
Dec. 9.
Fullmer, the National Boxing
association’s middleweight champion, and Paret, the welterweight
titleholder, would battle in the Las
Vegas convention hall in a nationally televised bout.
Jensen said he planned to go to
Las Vegas during this past weekend to finalize the contract for the
proposed bout. He said he had
talked to New York promoter Harvey Markson and planned to con’1:1’ Mel
fer with Nevada p1
Greh.

LATIN AMERICAN
IMPORTS

cm.sN
’Pe La Rose’s

76 W. SAN ANTONIO
SAN JOSE

CV 7-4976

AeCOPatiee
MEXICAN TIN & COPPER
MASKS and TRAYS
1..1m-fill %armies t May
thyl

dol
38c
50’;19:
1.29
22c

& Ponchos
HUARACHES
(Mexican Sandals)

is AS

dents
!tree

PUS

set,rimt
ittid tight,
down-to-the -wire defensive battles
marked the first day of fraternity
intramural touch football league
action butt Thursday.
While ATO, SAE and the Sig
Eps were romping to easy victo
ries, Sigma Chi, Theta Chi and the
Phi Sigs were squeaking past their
opponents.
Mark WM11121114 picked off a
pass and returned it SO yards to
help Sigma Chi to a 13-12 upset
win over PIRA.
A 70-yard return by Terry
Dyckman of the opening kick-off
Jed Theta Chi past Theat Xi 8-6.
ATO, led by Mickey Filing, ran
and passed to a 35-0 win over an
apparently weak Lambe Chi Alpha
squad.
Sig Ep Rex Zimmerman
passed for three touchdowns to
lead his team to an opening-day
26-6 win over D.S.P. All three
TD tossers weir grabbed by Jack
Leith.
SAE trounced Sigma Nu 33-7,
and the Phi Sigs nipped D.U. 13-6,
in other first round contests.
"ATO and Theta Chi appear to
be the strongest teams in a wellbalanced league," reported intraourals director Dan Unruh.

Stay on the Ground

Monday. October 16, 1961

SPARTAN DATILIN41

tanford Wins, 17-6

By EARL GUSTKEY
Stanford’s revengeful Indians,
playing without the services of
four incapacitated first stringers,
crossed everybrxly up by limiting
their highly touted air attack to
just 12 passes while beating San
Jose State 17-6 at Stanford stadium Saturday afternoon.
A crowd of 45,00 nun-drenched
spectators viewed the contest.
Spartan coach Bob Titchenal had
been drilling his defenses in the
finer points of pass defense all
week in preparation for the expected passing game of the Indians, but

Tennis Tourney
"Since the intramural tennis
tournament starts t ))))))) rrow, all
entrants should check intramurals office and the bulletin
board immediately for when you
play," urges Dan Unruh, direcI
tor of intramural acthitles at
SJS.

Stanford mentor Jack Curtice de- iwith five minutes ’tie in the seccided to keep his troopers on the ond quarter.
ground for the most part.
San draw State scored in three
It was a bitter defeat for the plays, halfback Tons Dossiak tuskSpartans. Titchenal & Co. had ing a pitchout and sprinting
hoped to make it two in a row over around right end for the TB. In
the Tribe, having surprised them a try for lass points, Chon Gal last year, 34-20.
legos
sleted a pass to Doslak, but he was tackled just
A total of 13 Stanford backs
short of the goal.
took part In the running game
With 3:05 left in the third quartiniee had invoked. Quarterback Steve Thurlow, a sopho- ter, Gallegos fumbled on the Sparmore, hurt the Spartans on keep- tans’ 7-yard line and Tom Walsh
er ’dap: as he piled up 75 yards of the Indians recovered. ThurIs, !Pad all game rushers. He also low passed to Chuck McCormick
completed four of seven pass at- on the first play for a touchdown
. . . 14 to 6.
tempts.
Both teams had brief drives haltAfter receiving a San Jose punt ed throughout the fourth quarter.
on their own 18-yard line toward with Stanford adding three points
the end of the first quarter, Stan- to their victory margin with a Stan
ford drove 92 yards in II plays for Lindskog field goal with. 6 seconds
the first touchdown. Tony DeLellis left. The boot measured 41 yards
went over center from the two for
Stanford did a great Job ot
the score. Stan Lindskog booted bottling up San Jose’s speeds
the conversion for Stanford’s 7-0 halfbacks. Johnny Johnson nas
lead at the end of the first quarter. the most prolific of State’s rushStanford quarterback Rod Sears, ers . . . a total of 37 yards.
trying to pass on his own 8-yard
Chon Gallegos, going into U.
line, dropped the ball and SJS1 game as the nation’s leading to.
tackle Leon Donohue fell on it’ legiate passer, completed 12

of 20 attempts for 161 yards.
Center Hank Chamness was a
tiger in the Spartan line, stoppiirt
12 Indian rushers.

COACHES
Attie Shel,
NEW YORK UPI
man of the New York Giants is
the latest of small-time college
football players to become ;t head
coach in the National Football
League. Others include Weeb Ewbank of the Colts. Nick Skorich
of the Eagles, Paul Brown of the
Browns and Buddy Parker of the
Steele,

AL HIBBLER
Is ot

NEW2215 FACK’S
Powell

Son Froncisco

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Servoct Come to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43

E

Santa

Clora

Curtice Voices
Concern Over
Football Deaths
Stanford football mentor Jack
Curtide voiced concern last week
over the rising total of deaths in
football. Kenneth Crouse, a 15year-old sophomore at a Conrad,
Ia. high school was killed last
Wednesday in a football game ...
the 13th grid death of the season.
Curtice, president of the American Football Coaches Association,
stated, "Maybe we need a real
fine study of football equipment
. . . of the helmets, the shoulder
pads. and all the rest."
Dr. Floyd Eastwood of Los
Angeles state college said that 72
per cent of the football fatalities
in recent years are caused by
head injuries. "Further improvements in the helmet seem to be
necessary," he said.

Intramural Action
While ATO. SAE and the Sig
Eps were romping to easy victories in fraternity Intramural
touch football league action, Sigma Chi and Theta (’hi were
squeaking past PIRA and Theta
Xi, respeetisely, to win and keep
pace.

PE Organization
Now Conducting
Membership Run

Complete Selection of Latin-American Records
10.. DISCOUNT WITH SJSC STUDENT BODY CARD
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
SAN JOSE (Near Market Street)

The San Jose State unit of the
California Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation is now holding its annual
rates
Imembership drive. Student
are $2.50 per year.
Membership is open to both men
ind women majoring or minoring
in any of the fields of health, physical education or recreation.
Co-op MOM & board rn Los GO,is
mar estate with pool, study, view. for
The Bay District of CAHPER is
ONE literate. active hurnanitms. English,
annual conference in
history or anthropology student, male, holding its
for $90 per mo. See G. Green, Rm. 47, Monterey on Oct. 27-28.
S.J. City College MWF 9:30 or phone
Newly elected officers to SJS’
EL 6.5405 eves.
executive board of CAIIPER are
$22.50 rm. oriental students, nr. SJS Carole Evans, Gina Rice, Anna
Howard, Les Bennett, Dave Kiff
lot-.heo & wash. CV 74865.
Male to share re, ? In.droom apt. wi,1- and John Olsen.
,05 after 5 r,
2 others. $37

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
200 a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Seed in Handy Order Blank
’Mil Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

ARC,(

Be I sed do a Blankti,

High-Scoring Tilts, Indians
Defensive Battles s
Mark Grid Action ,

Transportation
For Selo
^e
can pool
form
Waist
to
TR 3 63 clean. $1650 or best offer.
Dutch Haven area at: Cart aitn, p.
AN 4.3432.
ktodel.A pickup, excel. cond. Wish to
Help Wonted
yhor make pickup.
TIME - PERMANENi
PART
Female:
216 ., ,a. Cher. engine. Fenton dual
a.m. to 1 p.m. or 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. T.
parts or complete. Make pleasant office, coffee break every h
o-7035.
Phone CV 7-7857 for appointment.
Books of ’the Western World, Fa- Male; Part time mornings or even ’
, Britannic& both like new.
2 men with car, earn erceptional rt,
7705 4th St., Livermore, Calif. income, Not door to door solici
Selling approv men’s boarding house Phone CV 7.7857 for appointment.
I on, to class. 43 So. 5th St. Expending se. has (mania,’ for 3 r Don,
time men to work 3 nuns, per waak ,
Sat. Car rowessary. Phone CV 5.195’
55 Priatiac Canc.
Power.
$650
or
trade.
FR 8.2529 for appaintmonl.
t
t
3,110

SS Ponf,ac cony. Power. $650 Of trade.

Miscellaneous

Weapons collector will buy guns. swo
uniforms, etc. AN 9-2144.
Wanted: A donation of used rh;
wire for horneoomirq. Cont&-t Pam 5.
derd at CV 3.9807.
Perseeols
Permanent hair remosel. A. L. Nasty
Reg. flre-irolog,t. 210 So. Ist. Rm. 4.
CV 4.4499.
-Jed tl
Elect representatives
boss? Outlaw war for the individual
%stele
Power
der infernetional law? What
Single room, man
preferred. 502 So. 1 Ith peace does the U S Cons’
r 4022, late
individual? Send $1.00
the
afternoons or eyes.
For Outlawing War Dm
,
student, kif priv, $10
. to; Peet. Han it
.! 1048.
words.
FOUI 650.15 tires,
6 ply, low mileage.
, I AN 6.8590.
12011..44/ay bed, $5.00
Call Cy 31088
_
Chevy coupe: runs good. Cell after
r 36124,
M.55 hnerefillg
house contract. Rent pd.
4’
’CV 272,9.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We beliesas that a married men
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
year with most in.
about $151
surance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $IM less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with tlin
change. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that oven ne
married men and women with
good driving records may sere
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Sunnyvale. REoent
l
nite)
(day

NEW FACE,SAME SPORTING HEART

We might as well tell you straight off: Corvair’s the car for the driving enthusiast. Think
that lets you out? Maybe. Maybe not.
Until you’ve driven one, you really can’t say for sure, because Corvair’s kind of driving is
like no other in the land. The amazing air-cooled rear engine sees to that. You swing around
curves fiat as you please, in complete control. You whip through the sticky spots other cars
should keep out of in the first place. (Especially this year, now that you can get Positraction
as an extra-cost option.) You stop smoothly, levelly with Corvair’s beautifully balanced,
bigger brakes.
And Corvair’s found other new ways to please you this year. A forced-air heater and
defroster are standard equipment on all coupes, sedans and both Monza and 700 Station
Wagons. So are dual sunshades and front -door armrests and some other goodies. You’ll note
some new styling, inside and out. Nice. And safety-heft installation is easier, too, and cheaper
Another extra -cost option well worth considering is the heavy-duty front and rear suspension;
it turns a Corvair into a real tiger.
Se ymi ran riPP WP haven’t really done much to Corvair this year. Why on earth should wet
If this car, just as she is, can’t make a driving enthusiast out of you, better take a cab.

A New Work/ of Worth

And here’s America’s only thoroughbred sports car, the ’62 CORVETTE. We warn you: Et you drive a Corvette after
your last sampling of a Corvair, you may well end up a Lao -car man. And who could blame you?

See the ’62 Corvair and Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

.

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE .

. ART PRINT SALE

.

ART PRINT SALE . . . ART PRINT SALE

ANNUAL FALL

ART PRINT SALE

811111111)114116

A NEW Selection of Full Color
Reproductions of Paintings and
Posters by New and Old Masters

98c

PORTFOLIOS: ’1 And Up
C6. Paris Street Scenes (6) F

$1.00

C9. Van Gogh Masterpieces (8) D

$1.00

C14. Retnington’s "Buckskins" 181 B

$2.98

C18. Harbor Scenes (Gasser) (4) D

$1.00

C24. American Sailing Craft (4) D

$1.98

C26. Utrillo’s Montmartre Scenes (4) E

$2.98

C28. Cats & Kittens 181

$1.98

C30. Chinese Watercolors (6) F

$2.98

C34. Winslow Homer Watercolors 161

$1.98

C44. Decorative Old Maps (6)

$3.98

C45. Lautrec "Moulin Rouge" Prints (6) C

$2.98

C52. Corrida-Bullfight Prints (4) C

S1.98

C63. Dec. Chinese Figures (4) F

$1.00

C71. Six Mexican Prints (6) E

$1.98

C136. Modigliani Prints (4)

$2.98

C139. Early American Military Prints (4) E

$1.98

C151. Japanese Horses (4) D

$2.98

C155. Venice Watercolors (4) J

$1.00

C156. Ancient Astral Picture Maps (4)

$1.98

C157. Horses in Action (2) B

$1.00

C170. Chinese Bird Panels (4)

$2.98

A
(6) A

C174. Ancient Chinese Vave Paintings (6)

$2.98

C175. Charles M. Russell Watercolors

$2.98

C189. California Mission (8) D

$1.98

C190. Twelve Civil War Prints (121

$4.98

C191. Desert Scenes (4)

$1.98

C196. Utrillo’s Paris (4) E

$1.98

C198. Exotic Birds (4) D

$1.00

C216. Children of One World 141 E

$1.00

SM153. Utrillo: Winter Scene. I 1x14
SMI54. Utrillo: Rue de Mont Cenis. 11 x14.
SM187. Floral Bouquet. A. 11114.
5M188. Floral Bouquet. B. 11)(14.
SMI89. Curtis: Old Swimming Hole. 12x16
SM190. Curtis: Mill Pond. 12116.
SMI91. Shumaker: Autumn. I6112.
SMI92. Bradbury: Sea Gulls. 16x12.
SM193. Bradbury: The Bay. I 6x12.
SMI94. Wood: Snow in the Catskills. 16x12.
SM 195. Wood: Winter Sunset. 16x12.
SM196. Wood: The Grand Teton. 1 6x12.
SMI97. Wood: Sunset Shore. I6x12.
SMI98. Wood: Mountain Scene. I6x12.
SMI2. Van Gogh: The Zouave. 11x14.
SM13. Chagall: Flowers and Fruit. 11x14.
SM26. Matisse: Tabac Royal. 1411 I .
SM27. Matisse: Girl with Anemones. 14111.
SM29. Elmiger: Family Portrait. 14x1 I.
SM30. Elmiger: Fireside Comfort. 14x1I.
SM33. Kroger: Sweet Dreamer. 16x12.
SM34. Kroger: Wake Up Time. 16x12.
SM46. Mason: Three Mallards. I 6x12.
SM52. Bullfight Scene: Dominguin. I lx14.
SM53. Bullfight Scene: Manolete, I lx14.
SM55. Paris: Rue de Montmartre. I lx14.
SM60. Germany: The Rhine. 1 I x14.
SM61. Wyeth: Marshall Point Light. I 6x12.
SM62. Da Vinci: Mona Lisa. 12x16.
5M63. Savitt: Thoroughbred Horse A. 16x12.
SM64. Savitt: Thoroughbred Horse B. 16:12.
SM65. Savitt: Utrillo: Eqlise de Strins. 14111.
SM68. Utrillo: Le Moulin de La Galette. 14x II.
SM69. Yeckley: Desert. 16112.
SM70. Bender: Desert Foliage. I6x12.
SM71. Utrillo: La Rue St. Rustique. 11114.
SM72. Utrillo: La Vielle Rue St. Vincent. 11x14.
SM73. Utrillo: L’Eglise St. Pierre. 1104.
SM74. Utrillo: Lapin Agile. 11:14.
SM80. Picasso: The Lovers. I 2x16.
SM83. Picasso: Casserole Emaille. I 2x16.
SM84. Van Gogh: Sunflowers. I I x14.
SM86. Degas: Ballerina on Stage. 11x14.
SM87. Degas: Two Dancers on Stage. 11:14.
SM813. Kautzky: Looking Eastward. I 6xI2.
SM89. Kadtzky: Quiet Inlet. I6x12.
6I87. Ireland Travel Poster.
6188. Holland Travel Poster (B).
G189. Tunisia Travel Poster.
6191. Norway Travel Poster (B).
G192. Switzerland Travel Poster.
GI93. Copenhagen Travel Poster.
6194. Israel Travel Poster.
6I95. Portugal Travel Poster.
6196. Sweden Travel Poster.

AND MANY MORE

1.98
VP 10.
VPI3.
VPI4.
VP35.
VP45.
VP56.
VP63.
VP64.
VP90.

Vermeer: Seamstress. 20x24.
Macgregor: Blue Waters. 20x16.
Macgregor: Outward Bound. 20xI6.
Rembrandt: The Bridal Couple. 24x20.
Klee: Indian Story. 20x lb.
Lautrec: Jane Avril. 18x24,
Lawrence: Pinkie. 20x24.
Gainsborough: Blue Boy. 20x24.

Albo: Strumin Days. 20x24.
VP9 I. Albo: Music Room. 20x24.
VP220. Gauguin: Ta Matete. 24:18.
VP243. Wood: Rustic Homestead. 24x18.
VP284. Picasso: Harlequin at Mirror. 18x24.
VP288. Klee: Sinbad the Sailor. 20x16.
VP292. Roualt: Small Magician. 18x24.
Picasso: Maternity. I 8x24.
Matisse: Still Life. 24x20.
Utrillo: Le Lapin Agile. 20s lb.

VP298.
VP314.
VP329.
VP335.

Philipp: Girl in Blue.
VP342. Degas: Dancing Class. 20x24.
VP399. Picasso: Still Life, Antique Head. 24x18.
VP404. Picasso: Juan les Pins. 30x24.
VP410.
VP412.
VP438.
VP454.

Utralo: Montmartre La Galette. 30x24.
Utrillo: Eglise de Strins. 30x24.
Van Gogh: Field at Arles. 24x18.
Utrillo: Lapin Agile in Winter. 30x24.

2.49
F10.
F11.
F25.
F90.
F342.
F385.
F410.
F412.
F433.
F454.
F455.
F496.
F497.
F557.
F602.
F608.
F736.
F737.
F801.
F803.

Vermeer: Seamstress. 20x24.
Degas: Absinthe Drinkers. 18x24.
Wood: October Moon. 24x18.
Albo: Strummin’ Days. 20x24.
Degas: Dancing Class. 20x24.
Van Gogh: Sunflowers. 18x24.
Utrillo: Montmartre la Galette. 30x24.
Utrillo: Eglise de Strins. 30x24
Utrillo: St. Severin. I 8x24.
Utrillo: Lapin Agile in Winter. 30x24.
Van Gogh: Gypsy Camp. 24x20.
Shumaker: Autumn Reflections. 24x18.
Degas: Two Dancers. I8x24.
Utrillo: Winter in Paris. 30x24.
Renoir: Moulin de la Galette. 24x20.
Picasso: The Lovers. 18x24.
de Holesch: Chargers. 24x18.
de Holesch: Courtship. I 8x24.
Rouault: A Clown. 18x24.
Van Gogh: House at Auvers. 18x24.

. . AT ALL PRICES

A LARGE SELECTION OF FRAMES
RAW ASH

RAW OAK
2.45
2.65
2.95
3.15
3.75

14x28
16x20
18x24
20x24
24x30

2.10
2.30
2.60
2.75
4.10

14x I 8
16x20
18x24
20x24
24x30

MANY OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
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